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1 Introduction

Reactive systems are designed to interact with their operat-
ing environment, which can be unpredictable, specifically, 
when human interaction is involved. The environment’s 
unpredictability can potentially exploit any vulnerability that 
the system might have to off-nominal behaviors (ONBs). 
In this paper, we define an off-nominal behavior (ONB) as 
any behavior that deviates from what is intended, by the 
designers of a reactive system. In this research, a system is 
vulnerable to an ONB when that system can be placed in an 
undesired state, by an ONB occurring within the system’s 
operating environment. For safety and security reasons, it is 
important to assess the level of ONB vulnerability that a sys-
tem may have to its environment. The sooner the vulnerabili-
ties are assessed, the more robust the system can be designed 
at a lower expenditure of time and money. The requirements 
analysis phase is the earliest development phase to assess 
ONB vulnerability.

We have found, through our experience with CCM [1–3], 
that determining the level of ONB vulnerability in a set of 
requirements helps expose incompleteness in the require-
ments and helps expose the needed system contingencies 
early before the design and implementation phase. Prior 
work performed in the area of ONB vulnerability involves 
addressing ONBs from an environmental standpoint [4]. 
This includes anticipating human error and improving 
human interfaces to minimize or prevent ONBs from occur-
ring. Such research does not address ONBs from the sys-
tem’s standpoint, by making the system more “foolproof.” 
In our research, the goal is to make a system more robust 
and less vulnerable to environmental ONBs. To achieve this 
goal, in our prior work, we proposed a requirements model 
technique, causal component model (CCM), as a front end 
to a model checker [1] to expose ONB vulnerability using 
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temporal logic properties. Further research [2] eliminated 
the need for a model checker and the training required to 
specify temporal logic properties and the interpretation of 
model checker counter examples.

In the latter research [2], we directly analyzed the rules 
associated with CCM as a means to determine whether a 
given undesired state was reachable by human/system inter-
action and/or recoverable by the system itself. This involves 
manually translating the natural language (NL) requirements 
into a set of component state (CS) rules, using a four-step 
process. These rules map the transitions between the compo-
nent states explicitly described in the requirements. We then 
expand the CS rules into a larger set of rules representing all 
the transitions between all the global states that make up the 
system’s entire state space. It is within this larger expanded 
set of rules that both intentional and unintentional behav-
iors are described. Furthermore, this expanded set of rules 
includes transitions to and from undesired states (UDS). By 
defining ONB vulnerability as the system’s potential to reach 
or not recover from a UDS, we use the expanded set of rules 
as the means to semiautomatically expose ONB vulnerabil-
ity by isolating those rules that either define a transition into 
an UDS (UDS reachability), or exposing the lack of rules 
that transition away from an UDS (lack of UDS recovery). 
Once the UDS-related rules are isolated, the requirements 
engineer determines how the NL requirements should be 
modified to either eliminate UDSs from being reached, or 
add contingencies to enable the system to recover from a 
UDS.

Using the expanded rules allowed for addressing ques-
tions that were not only framed as a reachability question, as 
is the case with model checking. Furthermore, unlike model 
checking, using the expanded CCM rules allowed for the 
visualization of the system’s state space and both its nominal 
and off-nominal behaviors. Our approach was even able to 
classify those rules that contributed to ONB vulnerability 
and selectively display them as a subset the total system state 
space. However, while various case studies demonstrated 
CCM’s effectiveness [1, 2], the drawback of this approach 
was the exponential growth of the rules, resulting in state 
explosion. This state explosion could hinder the computa-
tional analysis of CCM, while posing a greater hindrance in 
the ability to visually display ONB vulnerabilities. There-
fore, the primary research question of this paper is: Can the 
ONB problem addressed by CCM still be addressed while 
mitigating the state explosion inherent with CCM? Or stated 
another way, can we expose UDS vulnerability without hav-
ing to expand the CS rules?

To address the state explosion problem, we advanced 
the CCM research even further and developed a more 
concise version of the CCM that did not require the full 

expansion of rules into the system’s state space. We call 
this concise version of CCM, the causal scenario model 
(CSM). CSM is a form of requirements visualization [5] 
that, like CCM, models the system as a collection of com-
ponents in a causal relationship with one another. How-
ever, unlike CCM, CSM uses the components as nodes 
instead of using the component’s states. This greatly 
reduces the number of nodes. Another key difference 
between CCM and CSM is that in the CCM all the possi-
ble transition paths were explicitly displayed. This results 
in more cognitive and visual information than is needed 
at any given time. For example, with CCM, if a person 
wanted to focus on certain environmentally induced behav-
ior, they would have to visually isolate the transition paths 
of interest from those of non-interest. In the CSM, not all 
possible paths are explicitly displayed, but rather there 
is enough information displayed to visually surmise the 
paths of interests. While CSM uses less rules and results 
in a smaller model, it does require a greater degree of 
interpretation. However, we have facilitated the interpreta-
tion of CSM by producing an inspection checklist derived 
from seven CSM properties. Therefore, once a CSM is 
produced, ONB vulnerability and incompleteness can be 
exposed by inspecting the CSM using the checklist. To 
help with this research, we developed a C#-based tool that 
uses Graphviz [6] to draw the CSMs. The tool facilitates 
the translating of a set of requirements into a set of CS 
rules, which are then used to draw CSM.

Finally, we want to emphasize that the goal of this 
paper is to show our efforts in improving upon a previ-
ously published approach [1–3], particularly in the area of 
state explosion. As to the question of CSM’s effectiveness, 
we equate CSM’s objective with that of CCM; therefore, 
any effectiveness shown in the prior CCM publications is 
reflective in CSM. While it could be argued that some of 
the research, later covered in the related works section, 
can contribute to the exposure of ONBs, CCM/CSM was 
designed specifically with ONB exposure in mind, during 
the requirements phase. To our knowledge, there exits no 
other approach that is specific to exposing ONBs at the 
requirements level; thus, we consider the main contribu-
tion of this research to be a working framework that can 
be built upon for the exposure of ONB vulnerability in a 
set of requirements.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
of this paper discusses the background that underpins 
the research behind CSM, along with some of the related 
work. Section 3 provides an overview of CCM and CSM. 
Section 4 provides a case study that illustrates how CSM 
is used to expose ONB vulnerability using a water heater 
system. In Sect. 5, we conclude with a summary and dis-
cuss future research directions.
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2  Background and related work

In this section, we provide some background on off-nomi-
nal behaviors (ONBs) and requirements visualization, and 
how they motivated our proposed research. This section 
also discusses existing research performed in the area of 
ONB vulnerability and visualization.

2.1  Off‑nominal behaviors

ONBs can occur for various reasons [7]. For example, 
a system’s human operator is confronted with an unex-
pected scenario, forcing the operator to react in an abnor-
mal way, or the system’s sensor data can unexpectedly 
be outside the range or of a different data type, or the 
assumed preconditions for the system’s operation could 
be different than anticipated or nonexistent. Many ONB 
problems are addressed from the environmental stand-
point by focusing on the human machine interface (HMI), 
because human behavior is unpredictable and is prone to 
unexpected behaviors [4]. Many efforts have been made 
in the area of off-nominal behavior testing that typically 
occurs at the end of the development cycle during soft-
ware testing, which can involve scenarios designed to 
expose the software’s response to an off-nominal case [7]. 
Verma et al.’s [4] study utilizes off-nominal behavior test 
cases for airplane runway operations to expose possible 
ONBs. As with testing in general, off-nominal behavior 
testing can have limited effectiveness because exhaustive 
testing is not practical [8].

It is not unusual for a reactive system’s user to find a 
bug after the system’s release into the field. When inquir-
ies about the user behaviors are made, it is often discov-
ered that the user found the bug by interacting with the 
system in a way other than a “happy path” [9]. “Happy 
paths” are test scenarios that assume that the system will 
be operated as intended. However, software systems tend 
to have more transition paths than are typically tested, 
and there are many scenarios that are not accounted for, 
in particular ones that are off-nominal [10]. A common 
consensus is that exhaustive system testing, using every 
possible test scenario, is unpractical and even impossi-
ble; thus, the normal, expected, and intended scenarios 
are used due to the lack of testing time [8, 9]. Of course, 
we are not excluding the use of formal methods that 
often strive to prove the correctness of a system and its 
critical parts [11], however, typically require a consider-
able learning curve. Our approach can be considered a 
lightweight formal method that is designed to allow for 
stakeholder interactions during the requirements analysis 
phase.

2.2  ONB‑related research

A major industry that has invested considerable efforts to 
address ONBs is aviation where erroneous human behav-
iors can have catastrophic results [12, 13]. The aviation 
industry has tried to address ONB problems during the 
requirements analysis phase, focusing on anticipating 
and specifying contingencies (in the form of scenarios) 
that address potential pilot errors [14]. Neerinex [15] has 
taken a cognitive engineering approach to address the 
problem by trying to anticipate an operator’s actions and 
responses to off-nominal scenarios. Giese and Kruger [16] 
have suggested an iterative methodology to develop a sce-
nario specification from an initial set of nominal scenarios, 
which are subsequently generalized and used to produce 
additional off-nominal scenarios. Fraccone et al. [17] have 
used simulation-based models to create off-nominal condi-
tions for air-traffic procedures. Scenarios and simulation-
based models have also been used to anticipate what con-
tingencies have not specified and improve the system’s 
robustness, making them more “foolproof” [18].

When addressing ONBs from a system standpoint, 
there are various methods that focus on systems that have 
already been implemented (in contrast to our method that 
focuses on the requirements analysis phase). The other 
methods include fault tree analysis (FTA) [19], event tree 
analysis (ETA) [20], cause-consequence analysis (CCA) 
[21], and the use of model checking [1, 22]. ETAs require 
historical knowledge of an existing system, whereas we are 
trying to assess unintended behavior from requirements 
ambiguities and incompleteness. FTAs use a cause-and-
effect diagram with digital logic symbols to deal with 
known failures and try to assess the root cause [19]. CCA 
integrates fault trees and event trees to predict the effect 
of a failure scenario.

All these methods require knowledge that pertains to an 
established system, as opposed to a system that is being 
specified and not yet implemented. Pertaining to require-
ments, some have proposed a causal modeling language 
that can represent four “flavors” of causation: cause, pre-
vent, sustain, and terminate, and is based on the assump-
tion that anything that happens in the specified system 
must have a direct cause [23]. We share the idea of direct 
causes, but use a rule-based approach that only represents 
cause, since we feel it is sufficient for our goals. Model 
checking is well suited for determining whether an unde-
sired state can be reached (a reachability problem) but 
in our case, we also want to assess both the cause of an 
undesired state and whether it is non-recoverable. Our 
rule-based approach can readily address these questions 
without needing the temporal logic knowledge required 
for model checking [24].
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2.3  Visual analytics as applied to requirements 
engineering

Visual analytics (VA) provides a means of visually repre-
senting data so as to enable reasoning, expose patterns, and 
help make decisions about that data [25]. Some have argued 
that humans are “optimized for pictorial information” [26], 
use mental models when processing information, and that 
visual representations naturally complements these mental 
models [27, 28]. Other advantages of visualizations include, 
but are not limited to, reducing cognitive load (the amount 
of data the mind has to process), bringing to mind aspects of 
a problem that may not be obvious otherwise, and reducing 
the amount of time required to find information.

Researchers have developed various means of visualiz-
ing requirements, which generally fall under the category 
of either static (non-executable) or dynamic (or executable). 
CCM and CSM can be used as either a static or dynamic 
visual representation of requirements by using a software 
system to execute the CS rules. For example, CCM has 
been used to animate a model checker’s counter example, to 
facilitate a counter example’s interpretations [1]. We now 
list some of the other visualizations that researchers have 
developed, starting with those that use a static representation 
of the requirements.

2.3.1  Static visual representations

There are a number of ways of visually representing a sys-
tem’s structure and behavior as specified in a set of require-
ments. Data flow diagrams have been used for quite a 
number of years to visualize the top-down partitioning of a 
system into subsystems [29, 30]. Scenarios are another long-
time means of representing behavior, albeit textually. How-
ever, some have developed a means of visualizing scenarios 
as diagrams [31]. While not having the behavior capturing 
capabilities of scenarios, mind maps have also been used to 
visually show how requirements artifact interrelate during 
elicitation [32]. Another means of visualizing requirements 
artifacts use ReCVisu as a means of clustering the artifacts 
into labeled themes (abstracted similarities) [33], in order to 
improve exploratory analysis of requirements. The authors 
enhanced ReCVisu to be more interactive, calling the new 
version ReCVisu+ [34]. A future work enhancement to 
ReCVisu+ includes causality analysis [34]. The causality 
enhancement was addressed in a later paper in which the 
authors included a case study involving requirements-driven 
risk assessment [35]. Others have proposed a goal-risk mod-
eling language to assess risks during the requirements phase 
[36]. Their approach focuses on risk associated with satisfy-
ing system goals, whereas our research focuses on the risk 
associated with undesired system states, which we feel is 

more appropriate for systems that include component states 
in their specification.

Graph-based clustering has also been applied to the issue 
of requirements to component traceability [37]. Along the 
lines of structural relationships, the Visual Query Interface 
(VQI) tool was developed to visualize requirements geome-
try [38]. The specified interaction between user and software 
has been visually captured using graphical use cases [39]. 
Of course, a common representation is state-based approach, 
consisting of nodes and arcs. This includes various versions 
of labeled transition systems (LTS) and Kripke structures.

2.3.2  Dynamic visual representations

Animation/simulation is an effective means of exposing 
problems in the way the system’s behavior is specified in 
a set of requirements. Several means of animating require-
ments have been developed, they include, but not limited to: 
Petri nets, which have been used for many years to visual-
ize workflow by using movable tokens that represent cases 
and system states [40–43]. Petri nets are a form of dynamic 
representation which has been argued to be an effective way 
to validate requirements [44]. The formal method language 
Z can be animated using ZAL, which is a means of con-
verting Z, schemas into LISP functions to animate a set of 
requirements [45]. There is a tool called the Animator that 
uses a non-formal, natural language requirement-derived 
scenarios to animate the system’s behavior [46]. Another 
tool called Algorithm/Animator animates requirements by 
using abstract multiple views consisting of entity-relation-
ship diagrams, and Conceptual Rule Language (CRL) [47]. 
Diagrams of objects using an asynchronous communication 
have been used to animate real-time requirements called 
ENVISAGER [48]. ENVISAGER is a non-formal language 
approach that uses interval temporal logic.

Some have simulated system behavior by developing and 
using a visual requirements definition language (VRDL), 
a form of dynamic diagram representation that allows for 
the execution of requirements [49]. Teamwork/ES visual-
izes data, as specified in the requirements, using an entity-
relationship diagram and structured analysis (SA). With 
the use of tokens, Teamwork/ES has been used to animate 
behavior [50, 51]. An executable prototype, based on a for-
mal language, called IPE has been used to visualize system 
behavior, even beyond the requirements phase [51, 52]. Oth-
ers have simulated system processes using a block diagram 
representation of the requirements called the General Pur-
pose Simulation System (GPSS) [53].

2.3.3  Visual representation of ONBs

When applied to requirements, a key question is which 
visuals are more easily interpreted by a greater number 
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of stakeholders, both technical and non-technical, while 
being expressive enough to represent the information con-
sidered important in requirements engineering [5]. This 
question is related to the semantic (or mapping) distance 
between the chosen visualization and the typical mental 
model that a user might have. For example, if the user’s 
mental model of a system is one of a flow between sys-
tem processes, then a visualization that would have the 
least semantic distance would be a flowchart, and there-
fore the best visualization to use. A related question is 
how closely does the problem one wishes to visualize 
match the structure of the visualization [54]. Both the 
static and dynamic visualization approaches mention in 
Sects. 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 have varying degrees of mapping 
distance between their artifacts and a stakeholders’ men-
tal model. This variation in mapping distance has a bear-
ing on the ability to problem solving. In this research, 
we have strived to give the ONB problem a visual rep-
resentation that facilitates problem solving. State-based 
models (e.g., state machines) can represent both static 
(structural) and dynamic (behavioral) aspects of a system, 
by representing the relationship and interaction between 
system components. Furthermore, state machines can be 
filtered using state slicing, which helps manage visual 
state explosion. The more specific reasons for using state 
machines, when addressing ONB problems, are:

• ONBs are often caused by the operating environment’s 
unpredictable behaviors. State machines are good at 
modeling behaviors by the transitions that define those 
behaviors.

• A common result of an ONB is the system being 
placed in an undesired state. State machines can model 
the system’s entire state space and thus every possible 
undesired state.

• When analyzing the ONB problem, a key question can 
be what events lead to and from an undesired state. A 
state machine can both visually show the paths lead-
ing to and from a given state, as well as allow for the 
automated transversal and analysis of those paths.

• Another potential cause of an ONB is a system com-
ponent (e.g., a sensor) getting stuck in a given state. 
State machines can be sliced (based on a fixing a state) 
focusing the view on a subsystem pertaining to a sys-
tem component stuck in a given state.

• By automatically traversing a state machine’s path, an 
ONB can be simulated and/or predicted.

• Converting a set of requirements into a state machine 
that occupies the system’s entire state space reveals 
both intended and unintended behaviors; our goal is to 
visualize those unintended, ONB-related, behaviors.

3  Overview of CCM and CSM

In this section, we provide an introduction to the causal 
component model (CCM) and its inherent ability to create 
state explosion. We then consider how CCM is modified 
into causal scenario model (CSM) to address the state explo-
sion problem. Before we present the details about CCM and 
CSM, we discuss the type of requirements that CCM and 
CSM are best suited for, in order to better understand CCM/
CSM applicability to the embedded system domain.

3.1  Requirements considerations for CCM/CSM

Both CCM and CSM require the manual translation of a 
set of natural language requirements using a four-step pro-
cess centered on the extraction of components that make up 
the system being specified. We have found that quite often 
components can be extracted from requirements and meet 
the criteria described in Fig. 1 as the two scenarios labeled 
B and C. There is another scenario, labeled A, where the 
requirements may not have enough component state detail 
to utilize CSM directly; in that case, a design specification 
may need to be first performed from the requirements. We 
now consider each of the three scenarios in greater detail.

Scenario A represents a situation where there is no exist-
ing system (e.g., the customer needs hardware and controller 
software for a totally original engine controller). The soft-
ware requirements are elicited from non-technical stakehold-
ers, who are not engineers themselves. The non-functional 
requirements are not pre-defined; thus, components are not 
pre-defined as well. This set of requirements will likely not 
have enough detail to directly map to a CCM/CSM, and 
therefore, the requirements engineer along with the design 
engineer will need to derive a design specification from the 
requirements and then map the design specification to the 
CCM/CSM.

Scenario B represents a situation where there is an exist-
ing set of hardware that needs control software (e.g., the 
customer needs a controller software for system controller 
parts designed by a third party, or derived “off-the-shelve”). 
The software requirements are elicited from technical stake-
holders, who may be engineers themselves. The non-func-
tional requirements pre-defined the components. This set of 
requirements will likely have enough detail to directly map 
to a CSM.

Scenario C represents a situation where there is an exist-
ing system that needs to be upgraded (e.g., the customer 
already has an engine controller that needs upgrading). The 
software requirements are elicited from technical stake-
holders, who may be engineers and/or end-users of the 
existing system. The non-functional requirements are pre-
defined; thus, components are pre-defined as well. This set 
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of requirements will likely have enough detail to directly 
map to a CSM.

In summary, CCM/CSM is best suited for applications 
in which hardware has been specified to some degree, early 
on in the development of the system, or in situations where 
existing hardware is in need of controlling software. These 
scenarios tend to occur more often in connection with 
embedded systems, which was the original target domain 
for CCM and subsequently CSM.

3.2  Introduction to CCM

CCM represents a set of NL requirements as a set of state 
transition diagrams (STD), where each STD represents the 
behavior of a system component. In Fig. 2, box C shows the 

CCM of the motor controller described in the set of require-
ments in box A.

Note that the three STDs define the behaviors of a 
switch, a temperature sensor, and an electric motor. Box 
B in Fig. 2 shows a set of rules that were derived by trans-
lating the requirements listed in box A, using a four-step 
process consisting of: (1) determining the system com-
ponents, (2) determining the states of those components 
[known henceforth as component states (CS)], (3) deter-
mining the transition between components states, and (4) 
determining the cause of those transitions, as a function 
of other component states, or events from the system’s 
operating environment. The rules derived from the afore-
mentioned four-step process are referred to as CS rules. 
One of the advantages of the CS rules is that through a 
series of steps (described in a later section), the rules can 

Fig. 1  Three scenarios in which requirements are suitable for CSM

Fig. 2  A causal component model [C] representing a set of requirements [A]
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be transformed into a set of rules that define a labeled tran-
sition system (an expanded CCM), shown in Fig. 3, box F. 
The rules that define the LTS are called global system state 
expanded rules, listed in (Fig. 3, box E). We will refer to 
them as simple expanded CS rules.

The expansion of CCM produces a model that explic-
itly shows all the possible transition paths that are possible 
within the system’s state space, as defined by the require-
ments. Note that the expansion of CCM also reveals unin-
tended transition paths; the basis for exposing ONBs.

The transformation steps from CS rules (that define the 
CCM) to expanded CS rules are listed in Fig. 3, boxes C, D, 
and E (the area shaded in gray). We now summarize each 

of the steps, as labeled by the numbered arrows between 
lettered sections.

• Step 2A—CS rules to zero rules: The GSS (Global Sys-
tem States) zero rules are translated from the CS rules 
[B] using a multi-step process known as absorption and 
propagation (the details are beyond the scope of this 
paper and can be found in [1, 2]). The zeros represent 
component states that were not explicitly defined in the 
requirements.

• Step 3—GSS zero rules to expanded CS rules: 
Expanded rules have been expanded from zero rules by 
filling in the zeros with component states that make up 

Fig. 3  Comparing an expanded CCM [F] with CSM [G]. Note the reduced number of nodes and transition paths in CSM
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the systems state space (Fig. 2, box D). Expanding the 
rules entails filling in all the zeroes of all the rules. The 
end result is a set of rules that visits all the possible 
system states. This accounts for the possible behaviors 
that system can enact, which included intended, nomi-
nal behaviors, and unintended, off-nominal behaviors.

• Step 4—The expanded rules can be transitively com-
bined to form a labeled transition system, sometimes 
referred to as a Kripke structure. The fact that CCM 
can be expanded to resemble a Kripke structure makes 
CCM applicable as a front end to a NuSMV model 
checker [1].

The expanded rules describe every possible intended and 
unintended system transition. Because ONBs are related 
to unintended transitions, the expanded rules are suited 
for the task of exposing potential ONBs. Note that the 
expanded rules also explicitly display all the possible sys-
tem states. This makes the rules useful in exposing ONBs 
because the appearance of every possible system state 
includes states that are considered undesired, and should 
either be avoided or recoverable by the system.

The expanded CS rules can be analyzed algorithmi-
cally and can be subjected to forward chaining, backward 
chaining, graph traversals, to name three ways a computer 
can determine transition paths between systems states. 
However, visually displaying the rules can be problematic 
because the system state space is a function of the compo-
nent states. For example, in Fig. 3, there are three compo-
nents, each having two possible states. Mathematically, the 
expanded rules of Fig. 3 are the Cartesian product of the 
CS rules in Fig. 2. This means that the number of states in 
Fig. 3 is (2 × 2 × 2) = 8 states. The number of states can 
grow as more components, each with multiple states are 
added, contributing to a state explosion problem inherent 
in CCM. Thus, we developed a third model called CSM, 
shown in Fig. 3, box G. CSM can be generated directly 
from the CS rules in box B and algorithmically analyzed 
using the zero rules in box C. Note that with CSM we 
avoid expanding the zero rules into the system’s entire 
state space and display only the components and how they 
interrelated to another. Labeling is a key aspect of the 
CSM and will be described in greater detail later on. The 
labeling can be interpreted according to a pre-defined set 
of rules that allow for the exposure of ONB-related prob-
lems, without having to display all the possible transitions 
paths. Only those transition paths of interest are (visually) 
traced through the CSM as needed.

In this paper, we will focus on the translation of require-
ments into CS rules, the construction of the CSM from 
those CS rules, and how the derived CSM is interpreted 
when addressing ONB-related problems.

3.3  CSM generation rules

The CSM is generated from the same set of CS rules used 
to create the CCM. The CS rules can be classified under 
two categories, (1) rules defining an environmental cause, 
(2) rules defining a system cause. An environmental cause 
is initiated by some action in the environment, such as a 
human operator, or a sensor changing states. System causes 
are initiated by a component state that is part of the system. 
The transition being caused occurs automatically when the 
component state causing the transition occurs. In CCM, 
the distinction between environmental and system causes 
is modeled in order to better address ONB issues because 
ONBs are often induced by actions in the environment.

Environmentally caused rules have the form, E-Cause: 
Cn(S1) → Cn(S2), where Cn is a given component n, and 
S1 and S2 are two of that component’s states; the arrow indi-
cates a state transition. System caused rules have the general 
form Cm(Sn): Cn(S1) → Cn(S2), where Cn is component n, 
and S1 and S2 are two of that component’s states, and Cm 
is a component other than Cn, at a given state Sn. When Cm 
is in state Sn, a transition from Cn(S1) to Cn(S2) occurs. 
Figure 4 shows how the notation describing a CS rule (step 
{A}) is translated into the notation used for the CSM seg-
ment (step {D}). In steps {B} and {C}, the component states 
are compiled according to the components they are a mem-
ber of, and relabeled from Sn → Sm to Sn/Sm. In step {D}, 
the components are removed. The resulting CSM segment 
represents all the states associated with component Cn, all 
the states associated with Cm, and the transition is labeled 
with St: Sn/Sm. The segment reads: State St of component 
Cn causes component Cm to transition from state Sn to state 
Sm.

A CSM is generated from the set CSM segments. Figure 5 
shows an example of how the CSM maps to the CCM of the 
motor controller introduced in Figs. 1 and 2. The controller’s 
behavior is defined by the following CS rules:

1. TEMP(100):  Temp_Sensor(safe)   →   Temp_
Sensor(overheated)

Fig. 4  Mapping between a CS rule (CCM) and a transition label used 
in CSM
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2. TEMP(80): Temp_Sensor(overheated)  →  Temp_
Sensor(safe)

3. USER(Press): StartSwitch(off) → StartSwitch(on)
4. USER(Release): StartSwitch(on) → StartSwitch(off)
5. StartSwitch(off): Motor(on) → Motor(off)
6. Temp_Sensor(overheated): Motor(on) → Motor(off)
7. Star tSwi tch(on)  AND Temp_Sensor(safe) : 

Motor(off) → Motor(on)

The mapping between CCM and CSM is via their 
respective component domains. The components states: 
{StartSwitch(off), StartSwitch(on), Temp_Sensor(safe), 
Temp_Sensor(overheated), Motor(off), motor(on)}, have 
been translated from nodes into labels within their respective 
component domains. The transitions between components, 
in CSM, are those causal relationships between components 

that were present (while not explicitly stated) in the CCM. 
What made the expanded CCM effective in describing sys-
tem behavior is that it explicitly expressed the causal rela-
tionship between the component states. That information has 
been captured and displayed in the CSM, without having to 
display all the system states.

3.4  Properties used to examine the CSM

We now describe seven properties associated with a given 
CSM. The properties help the model’s user identify seven 
categories of potential defects reflected in the require-
ments being modeled. The seven properties reflect seven 
potential defects we have noticed as commonly occurring, 
from our experience with CCM. In time, the number of 
properties can be expanded as more defects are identified. 

Fig. 5  Mapping between CCM and CSM
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At this time, seven properties make for a more concise 
defect checklist. In defining the seven properties, we will 
use the general form St: Sn/Sm, from Fig. 4, represent a 
component state as C(s), and represent the number of the 
component states as |C(s)|, whereas the symbol |X| signi-
fies the number of members in set X. Referring to the 
CSM segment of Fig. 3, the term in-degree refers to the 
transitions entering a component symbol, while out-degree 
refers to the transitions existing component. We begin with 
the first property.

Property 1 (Component in‑degrees) Given a component 
with N number of component states |C(s)|, every component 
state is not accessible if the number of In-Degrees |ID|, as 
represented by the arrow heads, is less than the number of 
component states: |ID| < |C(s)|.

Property 1 addresses whether all the states in a given 
component have the opportunity to transition. If not, 
then this could be an indication of incompleteness in the 
requirements. Incompleteness can make the system vul-
nerable to ONBs, since an incompletely specified system 
may not have all the contingencies needed to handle all 
potential ONBs.

Property 2 (Component out‑degrees) Given a compo-
nent with N number of component states |C(s)|, every com-
ponent state is not causal if the number of Out-Degrees 
|OD|, as represented by the out-going arrow, is less than 
the number of component states: |OD| < |C(s)|.

Property 2 addresses whether all the states in a given 
component have the opportunity to cause a transition in 
another component. If not, then this could be an indication 
of incompleteness in the requirements, which can make the 
system vulnerable to ONBs.

Property 3 (Causal components) If St: Sn/Sm is a transi-
tion from state Sn to state Sm as caused by state St, where 
St is a component state of component Cn and Sn and Sm are 
component states of the same component Cm, then Cn and 
Cm are in a causal relationship.

Property 3 addresses whether there is a causal relation-
ship between two given components. A causal relation-
ship between components Cn and Cm makes it possible for 
component Cn to put component Cm in an undesired state, 
whereas the lack of a causal relationship could mean that an 
undesired Cn state cannot recover to Cm.

Property 4 (Concurrent components) Two components 
Cn and Cm are considered concurrent if they are not in a 
causal relationship, as defined by Property 3.

Property 4 addresses whether there is a concurrent rela-
tionship between two given components. A concurrent 
relationship between components Cn and Cm means that 
it is unlikely that component Cn can recover component 
Cm from an undesired state. Stated another way, concurrent 
components can be in any respective combination of states 
without one component directly constraining the other.

Property 5 (ONB recovery property) Given {UDS} as 
the set of component states that defines an undesired state 
(UDS), and St: Sn/Sm as a transition from state Sn to state 
Sm as caused by state St, we define the ONB recovery prop-
erty as ({St, Sn} ⊆ UDS))∧ ({St, Sm} ⊄ UDS))∧ (St: Sn/Sm)∧ 
(Sn ≠ Sm).

Property 5 addresses that, if St and Sn represent member 
states of set UDS, then UDS is recoverable because Sn will 
transition to Sm, as caused by St. The combination of states 
St and Sn is not stable (will transition from an UDS).

Property 6 (ONB non‑recovery property) Given UDS as 
the set of component states that defines an undesired state, 
and St: Sn/Sm as a transition from state Sn to state Sm as 
caused by state St, we define the ONB recovery property as 
({St, Sm} ⊆ UDS)) ∧ (St: Sn/Sm)∧ {Sn}

Property 6 addresses that, if St and Sm represent member 
states of set UDS, then UDS is not-recoverable because Sm 
has already transitioned, as caused by St. The combination 
of states St and Sm is stable (will not transition an UDS).

Property 7 (Constrained components) Given two states 
St1 and St2, we define St1 ^ St2: Sn/Sm as a transition from 
state Sn to state Sm as caused by the logical ANDing of 
states St1 AND St2.

On the CSM, Property 7 is represented by a black dot 
with two or more arrows entering the dot and one arrow 
exiting the dot. The seven properties become the basis for 
the following CSM checklist of rules.

(1) Verify that each component has an in-degree for each 
of its component states (Property 1).

(2) Verify that each component has an out-degree for each 
of its component states (Property 2).

(3) Verify that the components have the correct causal rela-
tionships (Property 3).

(4) Verify that the components have the correct concurrent 
relationships (Property 4).

(5) Verify whether a given UDS is recoverable (Properties 
5 and 6).

(6) Verify that the proper constraints are in place (Property 
7).
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4  CSM evaluation

We now apply CSM to two small studies. We prefer to use 
case studies because it allows for the evaluation of CSM 
using real-world problem domain, which in turn helps us 
address the questions of “how” CSM can be applied, and 
“why” it can or cannot expose ONBs. The first study uses the 
requirements from the CCM paper [2] published at the 2015 
Requirements Engineering conference (RE15). The require-
ments are part of a case study that appears in the paper. 
This first study allows us to compare CSM against CCM’s 
ability to expose ONBs and address this paper’s research 
question: “Can the ONB problem addressed by CCM still be 
addressed while mitigating the state explosion inherent with 
CCM?” To answer this question, we will compare the ONBs 
exposed by CSM, to those ONBs exposed in the RE15 paper; 
some observations follow the comparison. The second study 
was derived from a set of requirements for controlling the 
operation of a water canal system [55]. The requirements of 
the canal monitoring system are derived from a study used 
during the 2011 workshop on Model-Driven Requirements 
Engineering (MoDRE), held in conjunction with the 2011 
Requirements Engineering conference. We did not model 
the entire set requirements from MoDRE study, for the sake 
of space, and to show that CSM can be used with a subset 
of the requirements. The ability to model subsets helps to 
keep the size of the CSM reasonable. This is made pos-
sible by the causal relationships modeled by CSM, which 
allows for isolating components that are causally related. 
Since the authors of the MoDRE did not set out to expose 
ONBs, we have no means of comparing their ability to 
expose ONBs, but we can still demonstrate CSM’s ability 
to expose whatever ONBs may be present. Furthermore, we 
chose the MoDRE study for the following reasons. (1) The 
requirements were created by a third party; this adds to the 
objectivity of the requirements used. (2) The requirements 
are modeled within the MoDRE study, using a modeling 
approach different from CSM. This allows us to compare 
CSM against another model that was created by third party; 
this provides an objective comparison of models because the 
model we are comparing to CSM was not created by us. (3) 
By using the MoDRE study, we can apply CSM to a different 
problem domain, thus demonstrating CSM’s applicability. 
After presenting the two studies, in Sects. 4.1 and 4.2, we 
will discuss the limitations of CSM in Sect. 4.3.

4.1  Study one: comparing CSM to CCM

In the Requirements Engineering Conference paper [2], 
we applied the CCM approach to the reactive system of a 
commercially available excavator that can be rented to con-
sumers for use with landscaping projects. In the paper, we 
focused on requirements pertaining to the excavator’s safe 

operation while purposely ignoring certain safety-related 
requirements to determine whether the CCM approach could 
expose the need for them. We now list some of the non-func-
tional (NFR) and functional requirements (FR) pertaining to 
some of the safety features.

NFR1: The system consists of a seat-bar that keeps the 
operator restricted to the seat. The seat-bar operates simi-
larly to the bar restraint on a rollercoaster; it can be pulled 
down and pushed up.
NFR2: The system consists of a seat switch which is 
physically located under the operator’s seat, and used to 
detect the presence of an operator.
NFR3: The system consists of a cab door that can be 
opened and closed by the operator.
FR1: The seat switch is turned on when the operator is 
seated; the switch turns off when no one is in the seat.
FR2: When the operator is sitting in the seat, the 
machine’s drive system shall be active, allowing the exca-
vator to be driven between destinations.
FR3: If the door is closed and the seat-bar is down, the 
machine’s bucket system shall be active, allowing opera-
tion of the earth-moving bucket.
FR4: If someone outside the cab opens the door, the 
bucket system shall be inactive, preventing bucket opera-
tion.

Since the scope of the requirements involves the activa-
tion and deactivation of the drive system, we felt it is suf-
ficient to abstract the drive system without concerning our-
selves with its operational details; this applies to the bucket 
system, as well. Applying the four-step NL to CS rules trans-
lation, we obtain the following CS rules:

FR1—OPERATOR(inSeat): SeatSwitch(off) → SeatSw
itch(on)
FR1—OPERATOR(outOfSeat): SeatSwitch(on) → Sea
tSwitch(off)
FR3—OPERATOR(pullsSBDown): SeatBar(up) →   
SeatBar(down)
NFR1—OPERATOR(putsSBUp): SeatBar(down) → Seat 
Bar(up)
FR3—OPERATOR(closesDoor): Door(opened) → Door 
(closed)
NFR3—OPERATOR(opensDoor): Door(closed) → Door 
(opened)
FR2—SeatSwitch(on): Drive(inactive) → Drive(active)
FR3—SeatBar(down) AND Door(closed): Bucket(inacti
ve) → Bucket(active)
FR4—Door(opened): Bucket(active) → Bucket(inactive)

In the RE paper, we further converted the CS rules into 
the following set of GSS zero rules (referred to in Fig. 3, 
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section C), which in turn were expanded into a complete set 
of expanded GSS rules (Fig. 3, section E) by filling in the 
zeros with the system’s global state space (Fig. 3, section D), 
which we will not perform here for the sake of space. The 
GSS zero rules are listed from 1 to 9, as follows:

[1] OPERATOR(inSeat): 1.0.0.0.0. → 2.0.0.0.0.
[2] OPERATOR(outOfSeat): 2.0.0.0.0. → 1.0.0.0.0.
[3] OPERATOR(pullsSBDown): 0.1.0.0.0. → 0.2.0.0.0.
[4] OPERATOR(putsSBUp): 0.2.0.0.0. → 0.1.0.0.0.
[5] OPERATOR(closesDoor): 0.0.1.0.0. → 0.0.2.0.0.
[6] OPERATOR(opensDoor): 0.0.2.0.0. → 0.0.1.0.0.
[7] T.1: 2.0.0.1.0. → 0.0.0.2.0.
[8] T.2: 0.0.1.0.2. → 0.0.0.0.1.
[9] T.3: 0.2.2.0.1. → 0.0.0.0.2.

In the RE15 CCM study, the five components, each hav-
ing two possible states, produced a state space consist of 
2 × 2 × 2 × 2 × 2 = 32. When expanded, the 9 GSS zero rules 
became 96 rules caused by the environment and 20 rules 
caused by the system, for a total of 116 expanded rules (not 
shown). Using the CCM approach, described in the paper, 
we examined the expanded GSS rules using three undesired 
states: {SeatSwitch(off), Drive(active)}, {Door(open), 
Bucket(active)}, and {SeatBar(up), Bucket(active)}. Note 
that, in each of the three UDSs we only stated the two com-
ponent states that define the undesired state. We wanted to 
verify that the Drive is not active with someone outside the 
seat, that the Bucket is not active with the Door is open, and 
that the Bucket is not active if the operator has the SeatBar 
up. We examined the in-degree and out-degrees of each UDS 
and arrived at the following conclusions:

1. Undesired state {SeatSwitch(off), Drive(active)} was 
deemed as non-recoverable. This prompted us to exam-
ine the (in-degree) rules that terminated at the UDS. 
These rules revealed how the UDS was reached. One 
such rule revealed that {SeatSwitch(off), Drive(active)} 
occurs when the operator gets up from the seat after 
the drive had been made active. Upon further review, 
no requirement states what happens if the driver gets 
up from the seat after the drive has been activated. The 
requirements specify that the driver needs to sit down 
to activate the drive, but not what should happen if the 
driver were to later stand up. Perhaps, this contingency 
was assumed or simply missed (an example of incom-
pleteness).

2. Undesired state {Door(open), Bucket(active)} was 
deemed recoverable, as expected, since this contingency 
was covered in FR4: If someone outside the cab opens 
the door, the bucket system shall be inactive, preventing 
bucket operation.

3. Undesired state {SeatBar(up), Bucket(active)} was 
deemed non-recoverable, and by examining the rules 
that are the UDS’s in-degree, we found two rules 
that exposed a similar lack of contingency as that of 
{SeatSwitch(off), Drive(active)}; the requirements do 
not specify what happens if the operator lifts the Seat-
Bar after the Bucket has been made active.

After exposing the lack of contingencies exposed in items 
1 and 3, the stake holders would then use the revealed infor-
mation to modify the requirements accordingly. We now use 
the set of excavator CS rules (used with CCM) to create a 
CSM and determine whether we can expose at least the same 
two UDS-related problems exposed by CCM. The CSM cre-
ated from the CS rules is shown in Fig. 6. Note that unlike 
with the CCM approach, the CSM uses a checklist based on 
seven properties associated with the CSM. These proper-
ties, alone, provide a more systematic means of examining 
a CSM compared with examining a fully expanded CCM.

To the CSM of Fig. 6, we applied the seven CSM proper-
ties as described in the CSM checklist. The checklist ques-
tions and subsequent answers are listed as follows:

(1) Verify that each component has an in-degree for each 
of its component states (Property 1).

• The Drive component does not have an in-degree for 
the inactive state. This suggests a potentially miss-
ing functionality and therefore incompleteness in the 
requirements.

(2) Verify that each component has an out-degree for each 
of its component states (Property 2).

• The SeatBar component has no out-degree for the 
up state. This should raise a flag to stakeholder since 
the assumption is that a raised SeatBar should trig-
ger something. This suggests incompleteness in the 
requirements.

• The SeatSwitch component is lacking an out-degree 
for the off state, suggesting a lack of safety feature 
involving the detection of an operator.

(3) Verify that the components have the correct causal rela-
tionships (Property 3). 

• From the CSM, we see the SeatSwitch having some 
causality with the Drive. We also see the SeatBar and 
Door having a combined causality with the bucket, 
and the operator affecting the SeatSwitch, SeatBar, 
and Door, as expected.

(4) Verify that the components have the correct concurrent 
relationships (Property 4).

• On the specified safety features, we would expect 
the SeatSwitch to act independent from the SeatBar 
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and Door. Whether this should ultimately be the 
case is a question for the stakeholders.

(5) Verify whether a given UDS is recoverable (Properties 
5 and 6).

• We will use the same three undesired states used 
in the RE paper.

• {SeatSwitch(off), Drive(active)}—This UDS can 
be clearly seen as non-recoverable, due in part to 
the missing “off” out-degree exposed in checklist 
question 2.

• {Door(open), Bucket(active)}—This UDS can be 
clearly seen as recoverable.

• {SeatBar(up), Bucket(active)}—This UDS can 
be clearly seen as non-recoverable, due in part to 
the missing “off” out-degree exposed in checklist 
question 2.

(6) Verify that the proper constraints are in place (Property 
7).

• The expected constraint can be clearly verified by 
noting the dot combing the SeatBar and the Door.

• This property does raise the question as to whether 
the SeatSwitch should play a role in constraining 
some part of the system.

4.1.1  Comparison of CCM versus CSM

Both CCM and CSM exposed the same two non-recoverable 
UDS. However, it is easier to visually determine whether 
a UDS is recoverable using CSM and the UDS Properties 
5 and 6, than it is with CCM. Of course, in both CSM and 
CCM, the non-recovery of a UDS can be exposed automati-
cally, without having to visualize their respective models. In 
the case of CSM, the application of UDS properties to CS 
rules can be automated. With CCM, the automation would 
involve examining the UDS out-degrees. However, because 
CCM involves inspection of the expanded GSS rules versus 
inspecting a smaller number of CS rules, the computation 
time would be greater for CCM. Whether visually, or com-
putationally, the number of nodes and rules used by CSM 
to expose the same UDSs as CCM, is smaller. Thus, state 
explosion is mitigated using CSM.

4.2  Study two: canal monitoring and control system 
(CMCS)

The canal monitoring and control system (CMCS) require-
ments are part of a 16-page document, which includes 
some degree of analysis/design as expressed in UML class, 
and state machine diagrams. The canal system consists of a 
bridge and a water lock used by water crafts (vessels). The 

Fig. 6  CSM version of the 
CCM study from the RE15 
paper
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functional requirements consist of 29 requirements, which, 
summarized, states that a control system must sense an 
approaching vessel, raise a bridge, lower the bridge when 
the vessel has passed through, prepare the water lock by 
adjusting the lock’s water level, open the lock’s first gate, 
allow the vessel to enter, close the gate, adjust the water 
level again, open the lock’s second gate, and allow the 
vessel to exit. The 29 requirements are partitioned, with 
13 requirements focusing on the watercraft maneuver-
ing through the canal lock. We created a CSM (shown in 
Fig. 6) that models the behaviors described in the follow-
ing 13 requirements:

Req1: If the watercraft arrives at a first lock gate, the 
system senses the arrival of the watercraft.
Req2: If the first lock gate is closed (the traffic light of 
the first lock gate is red), the system, taking the watercraft 
traffic on both sides of the lock into account, evens out the 
water level on both sides of the first lock gate.
Req3: The system fully opens the first lock gate.
Req4: The system switches the traffic light of the first 
lock gate to green.
Req5: The captain maneuvers the watercraft past the first 
lock gate.
Req6: The system switches the traffic light of the first 
lock gate to red.
Req7: The system fully closes the first lock gate.
Req8: The system evens out the water level on both sides 
of the second lock gate.
Req9: The system fully opens the second lock gate.
Req10: The system switches the traffic light of the second 
lock gate to green.
Req11: The captain maneuvers the watercraft past the 
second lock gate.
Req12: The system switches the traffic light of the second 
lock gate to red.
Req13: The system fully closes the second lock gate.

Applying translation steps 1 to 4, we derived the following 
set of CSM rules (labeled according to the requirement they 
were derived from):

Req1: Captain(manueversToFirstGate): Watercraft(faraw
ay) → Watercraft(arriveAtFirstGate)
Req2: FirstLockGate(closed): FirstLockGate(closed) → 
FirstLockGate(waterEvenedOut)
Req3: Watercraft(arriveAtFirstLockGate): FirstLockGat
e(closed) → FirstLockGate(opened)
Req4: FirstLockGate(opened): FLG_TrafficLight 
(red) → FLG_TrafficLight(green)
Req5: Captain(maneuversPastFirstLockGate): 
Watercraft(arriveAtFirstGate) → Watercraft(passesFirs
tLockGate)

Req6: Watercraft(passesFirstLockGate): FLG_
TrafficLight(green) → FLG_TrafficLight(red)
Req7: Watercraft(passesFirstLockGate): FirstLockGate-
(open) → FirstLockGate(close)
Req8: Watercraf t(passesFirstLockGate) AND 
FirstLockGate(closed): SecondLockGate(closed) → Sec
ondLockGate(waterEvenedOut)
Req9: SecondLockGate(waterEvenedOut): SecondLock
Gate(closed) → SecondLockGate(open)
R e q 1 0 :  S e c o n d L o ck G a t e ( o p e n e d ) :  S L G _
TrafficLight(red) → SLG_TrafficLight(green)
Req11: Captain(maneuversPastSecondLockGate): 
Watercraft(passesFirstLockGate) → Watercraft(passesS
econdLockGate)
Req12: Watercraft(passesSecondLockGate): SLG_
TrafficLight(green) → SLG_TrafficLight(red)
Req13: Watercraft(passesSeondLockGate): SecondLock
Gate(opened) → SecondLockGate(closed)

Finally, we used the component states and related rules 
to create the CSM of Fig. 7. The following list summarizes 
the ONB problems related to undesired states. They were 
exposed using the CSM property checklist. For clarity, we 
list the checklist question along with the CSM property that 
corresponds to the question.

(1) Verify that each component has an in-degree for each 
of its component states (Property 1).

• Captain has no in-degree as expected since he is the 
human operator. However, keep in mind that there is 
a physical input to the captain due to the captain’s 
observation of the two traffic lights.

• All states have an in-degree.

(2) Verify that each component has an out-degree for each 
of its component states (Property 2).

• The traffic lights lack out-degrees, as expected. How-
ever, note that the traffic lights produced have a cau-
sality relationship with the captain.

• There is no out-degree for SecondLockGate(closed). 
This raises the question: should some functionality be 
caused (or triggered) by a closed second lock gate?

(3) Verify that the components have the correct causal rela-
tionships (Property 3).

• All causal relationships seem correct. However, 
should there be same constraint causal relationship 
between Watercraft and FirstLockGate, as there is 
between Watercraft and SecondLockGate? Should 
the requirements specify that the water around lock 
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gate one be evened out, only if there is a watercraft 
waiting outside of lock gate? Right now the require-
ments make it sound as if evening out water depends 
on the lock gate being closed, as the sole cause.

(4) Verify that the components have the correct concurrent 
relationships (Property 4).

• There are no concurrent relationships, as expected.
(5) Verify whether a given UDS is recoverable (Properties 

5 and 6).

• If both gates are open, there is no provision from 
recovering from this undesired state. The only func-
tionality caused by opened gates is turning the traffic 
lights green.

• The system should recover from both gates 
opened at the same time, does the requirements 
should specify FirstLockGate(opened) AND 
SecondLockGate(opened) as being the cause of 
some recovery function.

Fig. 7  CSM created from the water canal study
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(6) Verify that the proper constraints are in place (Property 
7).

• Should the water leveling at the first lock gate be on 
the condition that there is a watercraft in the lock?

• Should this require a Watercraft(inTheLock) state, 
even though this state was not explicitly mentioned 
in the requirements?

4.2.1  Study two model comparisons

In this section, we consider how the lock portion of the 
requirements was modeled by the creators of the MoDRE 
study [55], and how those model(s) compare to CSM when 
trying to expose ONBs. We will focus on one of the docu-
mented water canal system models, namely the hierarchal 
state machine shown in Fig. 8.

There is only one undesired behavior raised by the 
MoDRE case study, and it references the lock state machine 
of Fig. 8. The undesired behavior can occur if a water craft 

Fig. 8  Hierarchal state machine model of the water canal study, as it appears in the MoDRE document
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does not enter the lock and the lock closes after a time-out. 
Note that a time-out is not specified in the requirements, 
but was apparently surmised during the analysis/design of 
the state machine. This undesired behavior was not raised 
by CSM because there is no mention of a lock gate timer in 
the requirements. As stated, and subsequently as modeled 
by CSM, the requirements describe a scenario in which the 
gate stays open until the water craft passes through, into the 
lock. We will discuss other contrasts, as we compare the 
models (Figs. 7 and 8); we list the following observations:

(1) The authors of the water canal study reveal one unde-
sired behavior after some apparent analysis/design 
occurred, and an additional functionality (a timer) 
was added. We cannot tell what ONBs the water canal 
authors would have exposed had they focused on 
the stated requirements, but it can be argued that the 
authors waited until the requirements were modeled 
during some degree of analysis/design. By contrast, 
CSM raised ONB-/incompleteness-related questions, 
while working directly with the requirements.

(2) In the MoDRE document, the authors used a hierarchal 
state machine to model the water canal system’s behav-
ior according to the requirements. While this model 
captures state and the causes behind the state transi-
tions, it can be slightly harder to read than CSM, due 
to its hierarchal nature. This could introduce difficulties 
in exposing ONB’s

(3) The state machine of Fig. 8 is closer to, or at, a design 
level (note the mention of valves and motors), which 
implies that there was a fair amount of interpretation 
used when translating from NL to model. With CSM, 
we have tried to keep the translation gap smaller, so as 
to avoid interjecting translation error.

(4) The state machine does not entirely map to the termi-
nology used in the requirements (e.g., the word Barrier 
is new). In CSM, we try to use the same terms to help 
with traceability back to the NL requirements. We try 
to keep the mapping to the requirements as direct as 
possible and try to minimize the chances for misinter-
pretations that become part of the model. We are not 
claiming that interpretation errors are not possible with 
CSM, but by trying to keep the requirements termi-
nology and focusing on the clear casual relationships 
between components, we hope to keep such errors at a 
minimum.

(5) To expose ONBs in the MoDRE state machine, we 
would not have the advantage of applying pre-defined 
properties as we have with CSM. To our knowledge, 
there are no such ONB properties.

(6) The state machine of Fig. 8 is not as concise as CSM 
or as high level. Granted, it has more detail (closer to a 
design specification); however, with the CSM, the focus 

is on the causal relationships between the components 
that explain what the system is supposed to do.

(7) There is the question of how the state machine is 
derived compared to CSM. By using a rule-based 
approach, and the four-step translation process, CSM 
can be systematically derived from the requirements. 
With the state machine, the grammar used in the 
requirements does not always map to a state machine 
structure. Therefore, more interpretation is needed, 
which introduces more opportunities for translation 
errors. This lack of mapping back to the requirements 
also makes it more difficult to map an exposed defect 
back to a solution in the NL requirements.

4.2.2  State explosion mitigation

We briefly want to consider how state explosion is mitigated 
through the use of CSM, in reference to the two studies. In 
the first study, we made a direct comparison between CCM 
and CSM using the same set of requirements. Both models 
exposed the same ONBs, using different numbers of nodes 
and rules (for clarity, the nodes in CSM represent compo-
nents, while the nodes in CCM represent component states). 
The number of nodes produced by CSM is 6, while the num-
ber of rules is 9, whereas the number of nodes produced by 
CCM is 32, while the number of rules is 116. CSM results 
in 19.0% of nodes used in CCM and 7.80% of CCM rules. 
With CSM, there is no need to expand the CS rules, whereas 
CCM would have required the expansion of those rules in 
order to examine the system’s entire state space via global 
state in-degrees and out-degrees.

Using CSM to examine the water canal requirements 
resulted in 6 nodes and 13 rules. Had the same requirements 
been examined using CCM, the number of nodes would be 
432, with 876 rules. Therefore, CSM results in 1.4% of 
nodes used in CCM and 1.48% of rules. (These data were 
collected from the CCM tool which was modified to also 
produce and display a CSM.)

Note that the percentage of nodes and rules reduction 
increases with the potential size of the CCM version, thus, 
the larger the size of the potential CCM, the greater the 
reduction percentage in the number of CSM nodes and rules. 
This is due to the fact that the number of CCM nodes grows 
as function of component states, whereas CSM nodes grow 
as a function of components. In both models, the number of 
rules grows in proportion to the number of nodes.

4.3  Limitations

While our studies have demonstrated the CSM’s abil-
ity to expose potential defects, there are still a number of 
limitations we should acknowledge. One seemingly visual 
limitation to the CSM is the inability to explicitly display 
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every concurrent system state. However, this limitation is 
by design because it mitigates the state explosion problem. 
Another limitation is that a large number of constraints may 
contribute to visual noise, in the form of additional paths, 
making the model harder to examine. However, not all paths 
need to be completely drawn from component to component; 
a system of end-point labels could be derived. There is also 
the argument that a typical labeled transition system can also 
experience too many paths and yet still be useful, so expe-
riencing the same problem with CSM should not disqualify 
its usefulness.

Another visual limitation is the slight difficulty in seeing 
transitive scenarios. These are scenarios described by transi-
tion rules such as St1: Sn1/Sm1 and St2: Sn2/Sm2, where 
Sm1 = St2, allowing the two rules to form a transitive chain 
of cascaded rules. While it is presently possible to visualize 
the cascading of rules, it does require mentally keeping track 
of component states. However, a similar limitation could 
be argued about a labeled transition system, when trying to 
follow a succession of transitions. Thus, we feel this limita-
tion does not diminish the useful of the CSM any more than 
it would diminish the usefulness of a LTS. Further, there is 
a limitation of non-temporal representation because timing 
between state transitions is not represented by the CSM. 
However, the CSM is design to emphasize the causal not 
temporal relationship between components. We do not con-
sider the lack of temporal information as a hindrance to the 
CSM’s intended purpose.

As a possible limitation, there is the possibility that 
some ONBs that would be exposed with CCM could be 
overlooked by CSM, due to CSM’s relative conciseness. 
However, at this point in the research we are trying to avoid 
the exhaustive (and sometimes redundant) inspection that 
is required with CCM and are willing to sacrifice exposing 
less critical ONBs, as long as the major ones are exposed, 
in a reasonable amount of time, and with minimal effort. 
With more future comparative studies (between CCM and 
CSM), we may be able to classify missed ONBs and derive 
additional CSM properties. The additional properties could 
then close the gap between CCM and CSM coverage. As a 
side note, such gap reduction could result in a Pareto-type 
effort, in which 80% of the additional work results in expos-
ing only 20% of additional ONBs.

Another potential limitation is in the grammatical struc-
ture of the requirements and how well (or not) they map to 
the rule-based structured used with CSM. As discussed in 
Sect. 3.1, there may be situations where components are not 
expressed explicitly enough, although our experience with 
has taught us that more often than not components can be 
derived from the requirements. In any case, this question has 
been discussed in Sect. 3.1.

There is also a limitation associated with the need to 
manually translate the requirements from NL to CSM rules. 

This could affect the number of potential ONBs exposed 
due to misinterpretations, although such misinterpretations 
could always be addressed through stakeholder verification. 
Whenever there is manual translation, there also tends to be 
the potential for multiple interpretations by multiple inter-
prets. We feel that the four-step translation process tries to 
minimize ambiguity by narrowly defining the elements that 
need to be derived from the requirements. In spite of this, we 
recognize that the best approach would be to fully automate 
both the process of translating the NL to CSM rules and 
the application of the ONB properties to an internal model. 
Ideally, this would mean that a set of NL requirements goes 
in, and a set of ONB (and incompleteness)-related observa-
tions come out. Such level of automation might be achieved 
using natural language processing techniques, and/or apply-
ing deep learning. (The latter is being explored with the use 
of TensorFlow.)

Finally, there is a limitation associated with the manual 
drawing of a CSM. Although we tried to facilitate model 
creation by using the Metaclass icon found in the UML static 
structure template in Microsoft Visio, and, in the case of our.
NET research tool, a graphics program such as Graphviz [6].

5  Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we have introduced the causal scenario model 
(CSM), as a means of modeling a set of requirements and 
visually exposing potential off-nominal behavior (ONB) vul-
nerabilities, while minimizing visual state explosion. The 
CSM’s creation was inspired by prior ONB-related research 
that resulted in the causal component model (CCM) [1, 2]. A 
major drawback to the CCM was the potential for visual state 
explosion due to the potentially large number of component 
states in a typical set of requirements. In the CCM, the com-
ponent states are represented by nodes, whereas in the CSM 
the nodes represent components. This reduces the number 
of nodes used to model the requirements. A checklist of 
properties was also derived for the CSM which allowed for 
the exposure of incompleteness and ONB vulnerability in a 
modeled set of requirements. We demonstrated how CSM 
can expose the same ONBs exposed by CCM, but without 
having to generate a greater number of nodes and rules, and 
provided a further demonstration of ONB exposure in a prior 
study performed by a third party.

Future work surrounding the CSM could involve the 
automated translation of NL to CSM rules, using NLP tech-
niques such as Part-of-Speech tagging, or perhaps using 
a deep learning approach using TensorFlow. Of course, 
there are potential limitations with the manual analysis of 
CSM; thus, we could also potentially automate the analy-
sis of a CSM using the same properties described in the 
checklist. An automated approach could generate a list of 
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raised questions and/or observations about the requirements 
being modeled. Another improvement to the CSM could be 
a hierarchal version of CSM in which a component node 
could represent a subsystem. This would allow for the mod-
eling of larger sets of requirements, where subsystems are 
being specified. Then, there is the possibility of expanding 
the number of properties beyond the seven presently used. 
Additional properties could account for other ONB vulner-
abilities such as the reachability of undesired states. Other 
improvements could be derived, over time, from using the 
CSM on an expanding variety of requirements. Finally, there 
is the possibility of incorporating other research areas such 
as emergent behavior, which could potentially be applied 
because of the rule-based nature CSM. For example, the 
CS rules could be used to produce emergent, unexpected, 
behaviors that lead to an undesired state, therefore exposing 
ONB vulnerabilities.
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